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EXEOUT IVE S Ul'1JI1ARY 

This document is a review of the work that, has been 

done to date by the states in the field of inmate po~ulation 

p;ojections. The results reported here are in response to 

a survey on projection methodology conducted by the Florida 

Department of Offender Rehabilitation. All of the other 

states and the District of Columbia received the Department's 

'questionnaire. Responses were received from 44 of these 

jurisdictions. Below is a summary of the results: 

STATES SURVEYED: 

STATES RESPONDING TO THE SURVEY: 

RESPONDING STATES FURNISHING DOCUMENTS: 

RESPONDING STATES 'l'HAT PUBLISH PROJECTIONS: 

RESPONDING STATES THAT HAVE USED LINEAR REGRESSION: 

RESPOHDING STATES THAT HAVE USED MULTIPLE REGRESSION: 

RESPONDING STATES THAT HAVE USED A SIMULATION MODEL: 

50 

44 
88% 

20 
46% 

32 
73% 

21 
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In its efforts to develop more satisfactory projections 

of the inmate population, the Florida Department of Offender 

Rehabilitation has conducted a survey of popUlation projec

tion methodologies and approaches in all of the other states 

and the District of Columbia. The response to the survey 

has been excellent, and the Department wishes to thank the 

states that have responded for their assistance. 

This survey reveals a picture of tremendous diversity. 

Some states do not 'make any popUlation projections, while 

, others employ complex methodologies. In the first group are 

states of various size and character. One state responded 

laconical.ly that liNe provide custody for whomever the courts 

send US," another, in stating that it did not make projections, 

remarked that liNe are (sic) dec.reased our popUlation from over 

2500 to 1700 in.,the past year. fl 

By contrast several states have employed either multiple 

regression or a simulation model (only Florida at this writ

ing has employ~d both).* There is a similar diversity in the 

time periods covered by those states that produce popUlation 

*Florida previously employed a sirnulation model to predict th~ total 
incarcerated popUlation. The model currently employed utilizes the 
simulation technique to predict the release date for each offender. 
Admissions. are predicted by a multiple regression equation t \,li th 
popUlation at risk and unemployment rate as factors. A detailed 
description of the techniques used by Florida can be found in "In
ma.te Population Projections - Short and Long Range Estimates," avail
able from the Dcpq.rtment upon request. 
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projections. In several states, long-range projections 

Cover a period of five years or less, whereas in some 

other states periods of up to twenty-five years are covered 

(see Table 1). 

Of the states that have responded to the Department's 

survey, 'it does not appear that there is any particular 

pattern as to the degree of sophistication found. Major 

states, or states with large incarcerated populations, do 

not necessarily make popUlation projections in more depth 

than do small states, or states with few persons behind bars. 

For example, Ohio, Pennsylania, and Michigan, all populous 

states with large prison rolls, have used neitber multiple 

regression nor simulation models, and have not projected for 

more than two years ahead. On the other hand, Idaho, a 

sparsely populated state with a low number of prisoners, has 

utilized a simulation model and has projected p~ison popu-

lation over a fifteen year period. 

Attempting to cull the significant findings from a survey 

of this sort is a difficult task for several reasons. First 

of all, the extent and quality of data varies widely among 

the states. This makes comparison difficult, even when two 

or more states are using similar methodologies. Secondly, 

conditions in the different juriSdictions vary a great d~al. 

Some states-are rural in nature while others are heavily 

urban; some are growing very rapidly while others are not; 

some have high rates of incarceration and some have low rates; 

'. \. 
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several have misdemeanants in their correctional facilities 

while many systems are limited to felons. With this sort of 

situation it is once again difficult to compare the approach 

of one state ~ith that of another. The unemployment rate, 

for example, may be highly predictive in a state with an 

~ndustrial economy, but far less useful in a primarily 

agricultural state. Thirdly, the more sophisticated methods 

for population projection have only been developed in the 

past ew years. f Thus, there has not been sufficient time to 

gauge their effectiveness or degree of accuracy. 

It should be pointed out, however, that the objective of 

this survey was not to offer judgements or rankings of the 

efforts taking place in the different states. The purpose 

was rather to learn more fully what th~ states were doing 

in the area of popUlation projections, and to describe and 

summarize our findings in a single doc':lment. 

A noteworthy finding of the survey is that there is wide

spread displeasure with the linear regression tec~nique when 

the data base used is the previous inmate population. Although 

a couple of states report this method to be reliable, more have 

serious doubts about it. The D.C. Department of Corrections, 

for example, stated that lithe accuracy of these projections 

is less than ideal." In its Population Report, a descriptive 

analytical report issued every quarter, it was said of these 

linear projections that II some are labeled as not acceptable 

in the report each quarter." Nevada, to' cite another example, 

~: ... 
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remarked that "current intake exceeds 'predictions by 350%. " 

The displeasure with the variety of linear regression 

that uses past inmate population is related to the efforts 

in many of the states to develop improved methodologies, 

for it is ,videly recognized that the past growth in inmate 

population does not determine the rate of future growth. 

Although there may be a relationship between past and future 

growth, both are determined by other factors. 

Recognition of this in several state,s J.'s fl re ected by the 

use of a multiple regression methodology. This methodology 

-.erlng more accurate predictions than . has the potent.1.'al for off ' 

a linear method that utilizes P§lst inmate population as the 

sole data base" The goa.L~ .1.'n multl'ple " regresslon .l.S to deter-

mine which combination of factors has the greatest predictive 

ability. Different states use a different set of factors. 

Illinois uses the same factors that Florida uses in its 

short-range projections for admissions: unemployment and 

~ pre.1.C s ot new court commit-Pop.ulation at risk. Colo'Aado d' t b h 

ments and the total incarcerated popUlation by means of 

'multiple regression equations. The factors used for the pre

diction of new court commitments are: 1) the unemployment 

rate for the preceding quarter, 2) the average percentage of 

. yearly commitments received each quarter, and 3) the popu-

lation at rJ.'sk. The f t d -ac ors use to predict the total in-

carcerated population are: 1) the percentage of all commit

ments received three quarters earlier with an indeterminate 

, 
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minimum sentence, 2) the parole revocation level during 

the quarter, and 3) the number of commitments projected 

for the quarter. 

Wisconsin likewise employs multiple regression, but 

uses a different set of factors. Wisconsin utilizes a set 

of three very diverse factors, which include: 1) age specific 

census data, 2) economic factors such as employment 'and in

come, and 3) arrest rates and conviction data. Texas is 

another state that uses three factors in its multiple re

gression equation: 2} new receives per annum (indicating all 

transactions, not just actual persons received) I 2) paroles 

per annum, and 3} discharges per annum. New Mexico uses 

yet another combination of factors: 1) intake ~tatistics over 

the past decade, 2) state popUlation change, and 3) critical 

age groups in the work force. The factors used by Arizona 

in its equation are: I} number of admissions, 2) typical 

pa ern 0 parole decisions. length of sentences, and 3) the tt f 
'. 

South Carolina includes: 1) the number of parolees, 2) economic 

variables, and 3) the population at risk. Table 2 lists the 

factors employed by those states utilizing multiple regression. 

The degree of success reported by the states that have 

used the multiple regression technique is not all that encourag

ing. New Mexico, for instance', reports less reliability for 

this method than for linear regression. Wisconsin state~ 

that the technique has produced "no improvement over linear 

admissions model," while the comment from 'rexas is that the 

-5-
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reliability of multiple reg~ession has been "inadequate 

due to change (legislative) in parole assumptions." 

Colorado remarked that their projections utilizing multiple 

regression have turned out to be conservative, and attributed 

the discrepancy between the projected and actual pOpulation 

to the passage of mandatory sentencing legislation. 

A few states have approached population projections 

through use of a simulation model. The purpose of such a 

model is to reproduce the workings of the criminal justice 

system, or of a part of that system. 
For example, the model 

employed by Georgia attempts to simulate the movement of 

offenders through the prison system. 
In order 'to do this, 

actual release policy was stUdied. Since sentence length 

and the amount of time actually served'differ considerably, 

the distribution of time actually served for each different 

sentence length was examined for 18,000 inmates that had 
" 

been released over a three year period. It then became 

possible to estimate how many inmates currently incarcerated 

would still be in prison for each sUccessive quarter. The 

same process ''las follm'led for, theexpec'ted future 'ad

miss10ns. The method used for predicting admissions was an 

extremely simple one. A "low track" of admissions was based 

on the assumption that admissions would only grm'l at the' same 
-

rate as the state population, while the "high track" assumed 

that the recent rate of ver'y high growth in admissions would . 
continue. A point midway between the two tracks was chosen 

' .. : 
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as the best estimate. 

Virginia also uses a simulation model. In this state, 

the inmate population is divided into four groups. These 

four groups are: 1) misdemeanants, 2) felons currently con

fined in the State institutions, 3) convicted felons in 

local jails, awaiting admission to the State system, ~nd 

d to be Committed during the projection 4) felons expecte ' 

time trame. 

Since the number of misdemeanants is very small, and 

has remained stable for some time, ~t ~s assum " ed that this 

population will continue to show little change. For felons 

. dIe date is projected, currently confined, an expecte re eas 

, t~me served for the given sentonce. based on trends ~n ~ Dis-

d 1 date, minimum distinctions are made among expecte re e~se 

t -m The expected date charge date, and the full sentence ey . 

,of release is likew~se proJec' . . ted for each felon awaiting 

" 

admission to the prison system~ The number of felons expected 

to be committed--the admission figure--is determined by the 

projected stat~ populatlon, e ony , f 1 arrests, and co~nitment 

rates. This group is divided into seventeen categories that 

't t Each group is refl~ct expected sentence upon comm~ men • 

further split into one consisting of inmates expected to be 

paroled, and another of inmates expected to be directly ~is-

charged. After all four groups of inmates have been analyzed, 

the total populat~on can . be determined by adding expected neH 

commitments to the current population, and subtracting the 

" 
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number of expected releases. 

North Carolina has perhaps developed the most com

plicated series of models that attempts to simulate the 

workings of the correctional system. Four different models 
, 

I of varying degrees of complexity have been developed. 

The first is a simple flow model. In this model the 

prison population is partitioned into a small number of 

categories, represented by the nodes of a network, with 

each category corresponding to a custody class or group 

of classes. The flows between the categories are determin-

ed on the basis of flow-conservation equations. 

The second is a general Markov deterministic population 

model. In this model, a SUbdivision of the population into 

various categories (such as custody levels) is combined with 

a detailed representation of transfers between these categories 

, by means of a matrix of transition probabilities. 

The third model developed, a systems-dynamics model, i~ 

one in which the system is modeled in continous time. Popu

lation levels are represe~ted as continous variables, with. 

flows governed by functional relations that can show time-

delay and feedback effects. 

The fourth model in question is the most complex: a dis

crete event digital simulation of the system, in which the pro

gress of irunates through the system is tracked. Statistics are 

gathered on inmate charact.eristics such as age, sex, custody 

classification, cDime category, sentence length, history of 

infractions, and so on. 
" . , 
, , 
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The models were developed so that the effect of 

alternative policies on the correctional system could be 

assessed. The policies in question involved: 1) parole 

policy and the effect of an elimination of paroles, 2) 

sentence length, and 3) the transfer of inmates between 

custody levels. 

Although some of the models developed by North Carolina 

, t' become very complicated in the effort to trace an ~nma e s 

progress through the system, these models do not address 

themselves to another important input into the correctional 

'sy~tem, the number and rate of admissions. 

If the North Carolina methodologies emphas·ize what 

happens to an inmate once he enters the correctional system, 

the Maryland techn~que ~s ~ ~ , 'pr';ma-rJ'.ly d'ir.ected towards pre-

dicting the proba ~ ~ y o· L b 'l't f an offende'~ entering the system in 

'the f~rst pace. . 1 Maryla11d planners have recognized the well-

known weaknesse~' of the linear regression techniqu~ that relies 
" 

, ' th d ta base As a result, they on past inmate populat~ons as . ea. 

have developed the "arrest/demographic" technique to help 

provide more accurate projections. , 

Although this method oes ma·e d k use of l ength of sentence 

data in making projections, the technique applied here appears 

to be rather unsophi'st'i'cated. The main thr'ust' of' the' It.aiyland 

technique involves the prediction of admissions through an 

examination of arrest and population trends. 

-9-
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In this tGchniquG an analysis is made of current 

arrGst ratGs for specific crime types as a function of the 

age, sex and race of the state's population. An assumption 

is made that current arrest rates for specific crime types 

and dGmographic groupings of the population will remain more 

or less constant for several years. Thus, any change in the 

number of arrests would be the result of changes in the total 

population of the state and/or its demographic composition 

over time. For exa~ple, if the arrest rate for non-whites 

is several times higher than for for whites in particular 

, crime categories, it is assumed that this differential will 

continue. If the population projections show that the non

white segment is expected to increase, the number of arrests 

can be adjusted accordingly. 

An analysis is also made of the current probabilities of 

being convicted and sentenced to a correctional institution 

for a specific crime type. Once again it is assumed that 

this probability will remain reasonably constant (until 1985). 
.. ,',. ' .. 

The objective of this simulation model is to trace the pro

gress of an offender through the criminal justice system. 

Since crime ~ates do not necessarily translate into 

potential prisoners, the starting point is arrests. Inmate 

intake is seen as equivalent to "the number of adult appiehen

sions times ~he product of several intermediate 'offender'flow' 

probabilities or percentages (e.g./ the probability given 

arrest of going to trial, the probability given trial of being 

.' '- .. : 
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convicted, the probability given conviction of being 

sentenced to a State Correctional facility)." 

One noteworthy feature of Maryland's technique is 

that the analysis of arrest rates and the probability of 

incarceration is broken down into specific crime types. 

This should allow the criminal justice planner the opportunity 

to gauge the impact on prison populations of a sharp rise in 

arrests and convictions for one particular crime, eVen \'1hen 

the trend elsewhere is downward. 

So far, we have briefly covered those states reporting 

.use of either multiple regression, or a simulation model. 

A different approach has been taken in Indiana. The 

correctional planners in that state have remarked: 

In the analysis of potential projection methodologies it 
quickly became apparent.that traditional mathematical 
models, such as trend anCllysis, classical forecasting, 
and time' series would not incorporate the effects of mal!Y' 
of the factors which are presently causing major increases 
in the correctional population. r·1any of these factors can
not be quantified in a statistical manner, but instead must 
be vie\,led from a quali tati ve perspective. . 

The factors included in the analysis are: societal 

. attitudes and conditions, population and economic conditions, 

crime. and arrest rates, implications of the new State Criminal 

Code, past and present utilization of probation and other 

community alternatives, and parole policies. 

It should not be assumed that the largely qualitative 

multi-factor approach used by Indiana necessarily represents 

'a less advanced stage of population projection methodology. 

In some respects precisely the opposite may be the case. An 
" " : 
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excellent example is furnished by the discussion on popu

lation and economic factors. The correctional planners, in 

Ihdiana believe, as do other planners elsewhere, that the 

depressed economic conditions will give way to a more favor

able situation. They point out, however, that "the unemploy

ment rute for the 20-29 age group will not significantly im

prove over the next five years. This situation will be 

especially true of minority groups. II Thus a very considerable 

improvement in the aggregate economic indicators may have 

little effect since the improvement would.not be filtering 
. ' 

-down to the most crime prone segments of the general population. 

One possible weakness of Indiana's approach is that there 

is a tremendous range between the low and high projections 

(low: 5,014; high: 10,028). These projections are for 1981 

and there is no comment as to which projection, the low or 

'high, is more plausible. 

New York aiso uses a multi-factor approach, although the 

factors involved are somewhat different than those used by 

Indiana. Oregon likewise employs a variant of the multi-factor 

~pproach. In that state, the size of the population at risk 

,(males 15-29) is studied, and cycles o,f IIpublic sentiment" are 

analyzed. Let us quote the Oregon report, since the approach 

i~ somewhat unorthodox: 

We believe We see a pattern: without regard to details of law 
or events, public sentiment appears to control the percentaqe 
of the,risk group which must at any given moment be'under stClt~ 
felony control, and the percentage of those under control who 
will be confined: Every 20 years, public sentiment shifts and 
a new and higher percentage is established. It takes from five 
to seven years for the new level to be reached, and it thereafter 

.. 
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remains fairly constant for the remainder of the twenty 
year cycle. ht all times, holtlever, the l'evel. actually 
noted is modified in direct relation to two factors: 
Oregon rates of unemployment, and U.S. Military strength 
as a percentage of the national risk group. 

Most of the other states that carry out population 

projections employ some variant of demographic analysis. New 

JersEY, for instance, breaks down the state into IIcatchmen't" 

areas and determines the expected prison population for each 

,area. The projected population for the entire state is 

studied, as well as the confinement rate for certain subgroups 

of the population. In particular, the confinement rate for 

males aged 10-44, and for non-white males in the same age 

bracket, is examined. 

Rhode Island offers projections based upon: 1) the highest 

incarceration rate per 100,000 for 1970-77, 2) the average of 

the highest and the lowest rate for 1970-77, and 3) the average 

rate of increase from 1970-77. 

New Hampshire analyzes these factors~ 1) projected popu

lation for each county in the ~tate along with an a~e break-

. down, 2) the anticipated conviction rate, based on historical. 

data, 3} the relative distribution of offenses, and 4) detailed 

information relating personal factors to criminal record. 

Utah studied the ratio of the average prison population to 

the population of the state, going back as-far as 1900. War 

years were excluded, and fifty people were added to the project

ions for 1985 and 1990 on the assumption that Utah's low in-

6arceration rate would move closer to the national average.' 

'- : 
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Nebraska analyzed the a-shaped growth curves of the 

prison population and compared the incarceration rates at 

different points with the expected growth of the populat~on 

at risk (defined as the age group from 20-29). This state 

also analyzed the lag between admission and release (found 

to be two years), and projected total population by assum

i~g that this pattern would continue. 

Iowa analyzed the growth in the popUlation at risk group 

(males aged 15-29), and also the expected growth in the crime 

rate. Several projections were offered, reflecting varying 

degrees of optimism. 

Hinnesota. analyzed the commitment rate to state insti

tutions along "1i th the gro'Vlth in the popUlation at risk. 'rotal 

popul~tion was projected using these factors along with that 

of sentence length. 

Most of the states reported that there were' constraints 
'-, 

involved in the process of makl'11g 1 t' " popu a-lon prO]ectlons. 

Although lack of money, political interference r an~ the lack 

of inter-agency cooperation were reported occasionally, 

several other constraints were cited much more frequently. 

These were the lack of sufficient data of high quality, the 

absence of specially trained staff, and policy changes. More 

states mentioned "insufficient data" as a constraint than any 
-, 

other difficulty. 

In summary the survey has generated a picture of the 

diversity of methods and approaches currently employed. 

Several states do not perform any popUlation projectioris, 
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while others have developed'methods of considerable sophis-

tication and complexity. Certain common features are 

apparent in those states that do perform projections. In 

the area of inmate length of stay, there is an attempt to 

determine the actual amount of time served by inmates as 

opposed to the official sentence length. In trying ,to pre

dict admissions, population at risk and the unemployment 

rate are used more frequently than other factors. It will 

be noted t:hat the age group included in IIpopulation at risk ll 

varies considerably: in one state it is males 15-29, in 

'another, males 18-34, and so on. No particular reasons are 

given as to why certain ages rather than others are included. 

Many of ',the states claim that unemployment is a reliable pre

dictor of admissions, but a few states 'dispute this claim. 

In a case like this it is difficult to tell whether a predic

tion is valid or invalid everywhere or whether the special 

conditions found in different states are decisive. 

It is similarly difficult to judge the merit of a partic'U-

lar prediction methodology. If a high degree of accuracy is 

reported for a given state over a period of several years, 

that mayor may not indicate generalized value for the method-

-ology_ The way in which. to determine the comparative merit of 

methodologies presently available--quite apart from the issue 

-of developing better techniques--may well be to test a specific 

. methodology, using data for several decades, in a single state. 

Those that pass this test with the greatest degree of success 

, : 
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"could then be tried in other states. If nothing else, a 

procedure of this sort would enable cor~ectional planners 

and researchers to understand more fully the extent to 

which conditions bearing on prison population in the states 

are similar or dissimilar. 

'). 
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'Florida 
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Colorado 

Wisconsin 

Texas 
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FAC'l'ORS USED IN I1UL'rIPLE REGRESSION BY S'l'ATES 
Bl1PLOYING 'l'HIS 'l'ECIlNIQUE 

1. Population at Risk 

1. Population at Risk 

(admissions) 
1. Unemployment rate for 

preceding quarter 

(total population) 
1. Percentage of all 

commitments received 
three quarters earlier 
with an indeterminate 
minimum sentence 

1. Age specific 
census data 

1. New receives 
per annum 

1. Intake statistics 
over the past 
decade 

l. Number of admissions 

1. Number of paroles 

.. 

'" 2. Unemployment Rate 

2. Unemployment Rate 

2. Average percentage 
of yearly commitments 
received each quarter 

2. Parole revocation 
level during this 
quarter 

2. Economic factOl~s 
such as employment 
and income 

2. Paroles per annum 

2. State population 
change 

2. ~l'ypical length of 
sentences 

2. Economic variables 

.... ~ . . , 

-- ~ --------,-~-~---- -~ '. 

3. Population at Risk 

3. Number of commit
ments projected 
for the quarter. 

3. Arrest rates and 
conviction data 

3. Dischares per annum 

3. Critical age groups ' 
in the 'vlork force 

3. Pattern of parole 
decisions 

3. Population at risk 

'. 

" 

-·1 

TABLE 3 

SUMHARY OF SURVEY RESULTS 

STATES SURVEYED: 

STATBS RESPONDING TO THE SURVgy: 

RESPONDING S'rJ.\TES FURNISHING DOCU1;1ENTS: 

RESPONDING STATES THAT PUBLISH PROJECTIONS: 

RESPONDING STATES THAT HAVE USED LINEAR REGRESSION: 

50 

44 
88% 

20 
46% 

32 
73% 

21 
48% 

i{ESPONDING S'l'ATES THAT HAVE USED MUL'rIPLE REGRESSION: 7 

", 

RESPONDING STATES THAT HAVE USED A SIMULATION MODEL: 

, 
" 

16% 

6 
14% 

' . 
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